BUD Industries is Proud to introduce The PI Sandwich Enclosure, designed for use with the Raspberry Pi microcomputer (not supplied) and to accommodate changes in component location on the board as well as the potential addition of components. The enclosures provide protection, flexibility and ease of access to all components with quick snap-in installation. This rectangular version is open on all four sides for direct access.

VIEW PI SANDWICH DEMO
VIEW PI SANDWICH VIDEO

The PI Sandwich

- Designed to accept all current versions of Raspberry PI microcomputer
- Accommodate changes in component relocation on the PCB as well as the potential addition of components
- Geared for hobbyist and students to allow ease of access while experimenting
- Easy snap-in installation of PCB
- Made of durable and impact resistant ABS with attractive translucent raspberry color
- This is a rectangular version and consists of two identical halves that fit together
- It has windows on four sides for direct access to components
- Windows have built-in slots to accept user supplied cover panels
- Well suited for users who frequently connect and disconnect from the PCB ports